The dimensionality of texture-defined motion: a single channel theory.
We examine apparent motion carried by textural properties. The texture stimuli consist of a sequence of grating patches of various spatial frequencies and amplitudes. Phases are randomized between frames to insure that first-order motion mechanisms directly applied to stimulus luminance are not systematically engaged. We use ambiguous apparent motion displays in which a heterogeneous motion path defined by alternating patches of texture s (standard) and texture v (variable) competes with a homogeneous motion path defined solely by patches of texture s. Our results support a one-dimensional (single-channel) model of motion-from-texture in which motion strength is computed from a single spatial transformation of the stimulus--an activity transformation. The value assigned to a point in space-time by this activity transformation is directly proportional to the modulation amplitude of the local texture and inversely proportional to local spatial frequency (within the range of spatial frequencies examined). The activity transformation is modeled as the rectified output of a low-pass spatial filter applied to stimulus contrast. Our data further suggest that the strength of texture-defined motion between a patch of texture s and a patch of texture v is proportional to the product of the activities of s and v. A strongly counterintuitive prediction of this model borne out in our data is that motion between patches of different texture can be stronger than motion between patches of similar texture (e.g. motion between patches of a low contrast, low frequency texture 1 and patches of high contrast, high frequency texture h can be stronger than motion between patches of similar texture h).